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™

Stain Colorants

Mesa™ Stain Colorants provide an
appealing, long-lasting layer of color on
concrete surfaces. These translucent stains
react with the surface to create a natural
look, with patterns and colors that accent
the dark and light mottling or marbling
of the concrete. A range of shades, from
warm terracotta to deep blue or green,
is available to give any area a one-of-akind look and feel.
Once applied, Mesa Stain Colorants
are resistant to chipping, peeling,
discoloration or fading. They are durable
and resilient against water, radiant heat
and UV light, resulting in a lasting finish
that retains its beauty and elegance
over time.

CC01064195
ANTIQUE GRAY

CC10287894
DECK BASE BLACK

CC10287513
BLUE

CC01064163
DARK WALNUT

CC01064164
DESERT TRAIL

CC01064165
DIEGO BUFF

CC10287511
EMERALD

CC10287514
PLUM

CC10287512
RED

CC01064172
ROASTED PECAN

CC01064154
RUSTIC RED

CC01064171
SANDY BEIGE

CC01064198
SLATE GRAY

CC10290817
TEAL

CC01064170
TERRA COTTA CLAY
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